Ocean Treasures Earring-DI2
My 7 year old daughter came up with the name of these beautiful
earrings. The blue in the blown beads reminded her of the ocean
and the gold sparkly swirls, silver lace, and golden crystals looked
like treasure. I think she hit the nail on the head. Enjoy!
It is a two step earring with wire loops joining the Drop (upper
part) to the focal bead of the earring.
Step one: Prepare the drop for the earring. Begin with a
sterling silver headpin and string a 3mm corrugated saucer
bead followed by an 8mm bright silver filigree bead cap, blown
bead, filigree bead cap, and another corrugated saucer bead.
Finish the drop with a tiny wrapped loop.
Step two: Prepare the crystal that connects the
blown bead drop to the ear wire. Start with a sterling silver headpin
and string an 8mm bright silver filigree bead cap followed by an 8mm
Swarovski facetted briolette and another filigree bead cap. Center
the crystal and bead caps on the headpin since you will be creating a
wrapped loop on both sides. Attach the crystal to the drop using a
wrapped loop. Attach the other side of the crystal to the ear wire
using another wrapped loop. Repeat for the second earring.
Approximate size: 2 ¼ inches
Tools and Components we used are below, but you can use the tools
you already have.
Skill Required: Wire Wrapping
Tools used:
Round nosed pliers (TS-PLR-31000)
Flush cutter (TS-PLR-48700)
Chain nose pliers (TS-PLR-30200)
List of components:
Blown beads (BL-DIA-DS-20-AV6, qty 2)
Sterling silver corrugated saucer beads (F-SS-BCRST-SCR-32, qty 4)
Bright silver filigree bead caps (F-BM-BDCP8-BS, qty 8)
8mm Swarovski faceted briolette Golden Shadow (5040-8mm-GSHA, qty 2)
Sterling silver headpins (F-SS-HP212-24, qty 4)
Sterling silver ear wires (F-SS-ORW28-25, qty 2)
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